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Abstract: In marker-based augmented reality (AR) systems, markers are usually relatively independent and predefined by the system creator in advance. Users can only use these predefined markers to complete the construction of certain specified content. Such systems usually lack flexibility and cannot allow users to create content freely. In this paper, we propose a virtual marker technique to build a marker-based AR system framework, where multiple AR markers including virtual and physical markers work together. Information from multiple markers can be merged, and virtual markers are used to provide user-defined information. We conducted a pilot study to understand the multi-marker cooperation framework based on virtual markers. The pilot study shows that the virtual marker technique will not significantly increase the user’s time and operational burdens, while actively improving the user’s cognitive experience.
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1. Introduction

The evolution of augmented reality (AR) technology has created different types of AR for various purposes [1]. AR can be combined with other new technologies, thus it has been widely used in various fields such as education [2–4], medicine [5–7], robotics [8–10], and manufacturing [11,12]. Previous research has investigated the state of the art technology in this area by reviewing some recent applications of AR technology as well as some known limitations regarding human factors in the use of AR systems [13–15]. Some studies have mentioned some technical challenges faced in future AR applications—for example, binocular (stereo) view, high resolution, colour depth, luminance, contrast, field of view (FOV), and focus depth [16–18].

Aside from the technical challenges, the user interface must also follow some guidelines [19]. Interaction is an important aspect that has been widely discussed [18,20]. Early AR interfaces used input techniques inspired from desktop interfaces or virtual reality, but over time more innovative methods have been used, such as tangible AR [21,22] and natural gesture interaction [23,24]. Ser issues encompass such things as ease of use, whether the hardware necessary for AR will reach an acceptable design that people will want to wear and use, and whether the technology will be accepted as part of daily life [25]. For example, if the cost of using an AR system is too high, this may affect the social acceptance of the system. Therefore, one of the most important aspects of AR is to create appropriate techniques for intuitive interaction between the user and the virtual content of AR applications [19].

There are three different types of AR, which are marker-based AR, markerless AR, and location-based AR [26–28]. Marker-based AR is used when what the user is looking at is known [29]. It has been proven to be sufficiently robust and accurate, and so far almost all AR software development kits support marker-based tracking methods [30]. Marker-based AR gives the position of the marker in the camera coordinate system [31]. Therefore, the sequence of markers can be determined by obtaining the coordinate information of
multiple markers. Coordinate information can be used to combine multiple markers to complete some control functions [32]. In fact, although many AR SDKs support the simultaneous recognition of multiple markers, there have been few in-depth studies on the cooperation of multiple markers [33]. In the work of Tada et al. [34], the authors implemented a prototype system which was capable of drawing and moving shapes with multiple physical markers and created loops and branch executions. It was possible to edit the program by writing on the paper cards. Users can carry out some creative activities and perform simple operations on 2D images. Although the research attempts to establish the connection of multiple markers, the use of multiple markers is mainly intended to provide learners with simple and intuitive basic programming learning. More often, multiple AR markers are just used for more accurate detection and tracking [35–37]. The question of how to use multiple markers to build an AR system framework is our main research purpose.

There are some problems in marker-based AR systems. In marker-based AR systems, markers are usually relatively independent. Moreover, the markers are predefined by the system creator in advance, and users can only use these predefined markers to complete the construction of certain specified content [38]. Therefore, such systems usually lack flexibility and do not allow users to create content freely.

In our research, we propose a virtual marker technique to build a marker-based AR system framework where multiple AR markers, including virtual and physical markers, work together. Virtual markers are generated from physical template markers or existing virtual markers. Virtual markers mainly consist of function markers, variable markers, and number markers. Users can completely customize these markers and use them. Therefore, such a framework has the scalability to complete more complex functions. In addition, the virtual marker technique can be used to manipulate AR objects more conveniently, which enhances the interactivity and scalability of the marker-based AR system. We divide the cooperation of multiple markers into two categories—one is an ordered series of markers, such as that used in tangible programming, and the other is an unordered series of markers. We have designed a set of gestures for virtual marker operations so that they can be used in the same way as physical markers. Multiple markers can be used as control commands as well as inputs and outputs. We have implemented a prototype system to illustrate our framework. The system includes multiple markers, a webcam, a leap motion, and software. The user can arrange multiple markers in a specific order to create a program or connect markers through hand gestures, then the result will be presented in the form of AR. We conducted a pilot study on the marker-based system that introduced the virtual marker technique to understand its potential value in an AR system.

Our work provides the following contributions:

1. A virtual marker technique that can be used to expand the marker-based AR system;
2. A framework that combines multiple markers, where markers can provide functions such as control, input, and output.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. Sections 3 and 4 describe the virtual marker technique and how it can be used in marker-based AR systems. In Section 5, we describe the implementation of the system. Section 6 describes our pilot study and the results. Section 7 discusses the advantages of the system framework and the parts to be improved. In Section 8, we summarize our research and future plan.

2. Related Work

In this section, we review related work on multiple marker cooperation, marker-based AR systems, and hand gesture recognition.

2.1. Multiple Marker Cooperation

Hattori et al. [39] proposed a programming tool using tangible blocks and AR. Using AR, it was possible to create intuitive programming that could interact with reality. Jin et al. [40] presented a novel tangible programming tool using AR technology for young
children. Using this system, children could create their own programs by arranging programming blocks and debug or execute the code with a mobile device. The work of Sing et al. [35] involved the design and development of multimedia and multi-marker detection techniques in an interactive AR colouring book application for aquarium museum. It allowed users to express, create, and interact with their creativity through coloring activities. Boonbrahm et al. [36] developed a technique for generating a stable large 3D model for remote design collaboration using multiple markers. By assigning each side of a cube one marker to replace a single 2D marker, the accuracy of tracking was improved. Zeng et al. [37] developed an AR application aiming to activate the interests of user and improve the experience of learning to play the piano. The virtual keys can be accurately superimposed on piano keys using multi-marker tracking.

Their work provides possibilities to combine the information of multiple markers together. In our research, we will use multiple markers as a controller or container for information transmission. In the above-mentioned research, all the markers used were physical markers. In this research, we will propose a system based on virtual and physical markers.

### 2.2. Marker-Based AR System

Gherghina et al. [41] proposed a marker-based tracking system that detects QR-codes from a camera capture and overlays rich media obtained from a server. Andrea et al. [42] implemented a tracking marker-based method in textbooks and developed an AR-based geometry research application. The application helps students learn shape and geometry formulas from data analysis tests on student learning improvement. The study of Ambarwulan et al. [43] focused on the technique of instructional media that is integrated with AR to increase students’ interest in their studies. They emphasized the techniques of designing learning media in the form of AR applications for use on smartphones. Norraji et al. [44] discussed a type of mixed-reality book experience that augments a colouring book with user-manipulated three-dimensional contents in a mobile-based environment. Bouaziz et al. [45] proposed a learning system based on AR that overlays digital objects on top of physical cards and renders them as a 3D object on mobile devices to help with teaching food skills using related phrases and sounds. Pashine et al. [46] described how marker-based AR applications can be used for both uploading and retrieving notices and how markers processed as images while visualized as 3D objects. Akussah et al. [47] developed a marker-based handheld AR application for learning geometry with a focus on the individual’s experience, then expanded it into a collaborative AR game which addresses other mathematical learning outcomes.

### 2.3. Gesture Interaction for AR Applications

Lee et al. [48] developed a 3D vision-based natural hand interaction method. One of the steps is simple collision detection based on short-finger rays, which is used for interaction between the user’s finger and the AR object. Yang et al. [24] incorporated AR and CV algorithms into a Virtual English Classroom to promote immersive and interactive language learning. By wearing a pair of mobile computing glasses, users can interact with virtual contents in a three-dimensional space using intuitive free-hand gestures. Bellarbi et al. [49] presented a hand gesture recognition method based on color marker detection. The user can perform different gestures, such as zooming, moving, drawing, and writing, on a virtual keyboard. Bai et al. [50] presented a prototype for exploring natural gesture interaction with handheld AR applications using visual tracking-based AR and freehand gesture-based interaction detected by a depth camera. The 3D gesture input methods were found to be slower, but the majority of the participants preferred them and gave them higher usability ratings. Lee et al. [51] presented a vision-based framework to manipulate AR objects robustly in a markerless AR system. From their experiments, they found that the proposed hand mouse could manipulate objects in a feasible fashion. Vasudevan et al. [52] designed a system where remote files and directories are augmented in real time over the camera’s view of the smartphone, tablet, or PC. It provides interaction
between the user and the digital space using only hand gestures, without the use of any special purpose devices.

3. Virtual Marker Technique

In this chapter, we will introduce the virtual marker and its generation and operation.

3.1. Why Virtual Markers

In marker-based AR systems, markers are usually relatively independent. Moreover, markers are predefined by the system creator in advance, and users can only use these predefined markers to complete the construction of certain specified content. Therefore, such systems usually lack flexibility and do not allow users to create freely. However, unless the operation performed by the user is predictable, it is often difficult to accurately provide a large number of physical markers. Therefore, we propose a virtual marker technique to solve these problems. Virtual markers provide two main advantages. The first advantage is that they allow users to use simple template markers to customize content, including function names, variable names, and numbers. This can solve the inconvenience of providing users with a large number of physical markers. The second advantage is that virtual markers can be used to store combined information. That is, the content of the virtual marker can be changed in real time. Users can continuously process and merge content to achieve more complex functions.

3.2. Virtual Marker

A virtual marker is a marker that does not exist in the real world but that can be seen in an AR scene. It can work exactly the same as a physical marker. In an AR scene, physical markers and virtual markers can work together. When the system is running, the information from the physical markers and the virtual markers will be read to compose complex information or instructions.

Virtual markers have a similar appearance to physical markers but have user-defined information marked in red (see Figure 1). They can be used with physical markers naturally. The virtual marker connects the real world and virtual world in the system. It is a virtual object generated by physical markers but it can work with the physical marker, which means that it can interact with the real world. It can also interact with the virtual world—for example, as a finger ray from a virtual hand. Therefore, a virtual marker represents the alignment of the virtual world and real world.

![Figure 1](image1.jpg)

**Figure 1.** In the augmented reality (AR) scene, there is a physical number 3 marker (left) and a virtual number 3 marker (right). The border of the virtual marker is adjusted to gray.

3.3. Basic Virtual Marker Generation

Virtual markers mainly consist of function markers, variable markers, and number markers. We provide two input markers, a number input marker and a keyboard input marker (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. The figure shows two input markers. They can accept the corresponding input parameters through the user clicking on the marker. The content of each block represents the input information when the user clicks on the block. The CE button is used to delete the last number or character, and the OK button is used as a confirmation button.

The number virtual marker is generated by a physical constant marker and a number input marker (see Figure 3).

Figure 3. Figures show how to create a number virtual marker. The user first places a number template marker and a number input marker under the camera. After the system recognizes two markers, an AR display screen will be generated above the number input marker. When the user clicks on the number input marker, the input information will be displayed on the AR display screen. After the user confirms the number, a number virtual marker 1 is generated.
The function virtual marker is generated by a physical function marker and a keyboard input marker. The variable marker is generated by a physical variable marker and a keyboard input marker. The system will provide corresponding templates to generate virtual markers based on the recognized markers. The information entered by the user will be recorded by the system and combined with a virtual marker template to generate a specific virtual marker. Virtual markers will be generated at the locations of physical markers (constant, function, and variable markers). After being generated, the user can freely move the virtual marker and continue to generate new virtual markers.

3.4. Combined Marker Generation

The virtual markers can be combined to generate a new virtual marker that carries combined information. The user arranges the physical marker and the virtual markers in order and uses gestures to complete the creation of the combined virtual marker. The system will determine the content of the combined virtual marker according to the marker sequence and the number as well as the category of the virtual markers.

The user can place a physical marker named set, a variable virtual marker, and a number virtual marker in sequence. After the user performs the defining gesture, the system will generate a new virtual marker containing the corresponding variables and number information at the position of the physical marker (see Figure 4). The user can also place a physical marker named 3D and three number virtual markers in sequence to generate a 3D vector marker. After the combined virtual marker is generated, the system will not automatically clear the original virtual markers, meaning that users can continue to use these markers to create new combined virtual markers. These combined virtual markers can be easily used to control AR objects in our system.

![Figure 4. Examples of generating a virtual marker containing combined information from basic virtual markers. The first virtual marker (X = 1) is generated by a variable virtual marker (X) and a virtual number marker (1). The second is generated by three virtual number markers. The user can determine the information of the 3D vector marker by changing the marker selection order.](image)

3.5. Manipulating Virtual Marker

Virtual markers are essentially virtual objects. The user can interact with physical markers by grabbing and moving. Similarly, users can use hand gestures to manipulate and interact with markers in our system. In the current design, we use right-hand gestures.

There are some descriptions of these hand gestures (see Figure 5):
Figure 5. Hand gestures can be used to control virtual markers. (a) is a defining gesture. (b) is a selecting gesture. (c) is deselecting gesture. (d) is a dragging gesture. (e) is a copy gesture. (f) is a parameter/value change gesture. (g) is a deleting gesture.

(a) Defining gesture: This gesture is a thumb-up gesture which will tell the system to define the current command and execute it.

(b) Selecting gesture: The user needs to spread his thumb finger and index finger. The index finger will emit finger rays for selection in the AR scene. The user can use the finger ray to select virtual markers for manipulation. In order to express the selected state of the virtual marker, the system will highlight the selected virtual markers in red.

(c) Deselecting gesture: When the user makes a clenched fist, the state of the selected marker at this time will be restored to the unselected state.

(d) Dragging gesture: The dragging gesture needs to gather all fingers in one point. Using this gesture, the user can drag and change the position of the virtual markers in the selected state. The user can use this gesture to arrange virtual markers.

(e) Copy gesture: The user stretches their index finger, middle finger, and thumb while tightening the other two fingers. The user can use this gesture to copy the selected virtual markers. After the copy is complete, the virtual markers will be restored to the unselected state.

(f) Parameter/value change gesture: If the index finger and middle finger are extended and the other fingers are retracted, accompanied by a certain rightward movement speed, this is regarded as an increase in the number or parameter. Each time the user swipes to the right, the parameter value will increase by one. If the index finger and middle finger are extended and the other fingers are retracted while moving to the left at a certain speed, this is considered as a decrease in the number or parameter. Each time the user swipes to the left, the parameter value will decrease by one.

(g) Deleting gesture: To make this gesture, the user needs to open all their fingers and hand palm and move their hand left and right with some speed. With this gesture, the user can delete the selected virtual markers in the scenery.

It is worth noting that different users may be accustomed to different gestures. In fact, we are more concerned with what kind of interaction users can perform using hand gestures.
4. Virtual Marker Technique in Marker-Based AR System

This section introduces the virtual marker technique in a marker-based AR system.

4.1. Level 1: Virtual Marker Programming

In our system, virtual markers can be used in conjunction with marker-based tangible programming to provide scalability and customization. We named this virtual marker programming. Markers and hand gestures will be used in virtual marker programming. Each marker contains information, and multiple markers will be placed in the scene in a specific order. The arrangement will be read and recognized by the system and a visualization program will be generated. Since it is difficult to accurately identify a large number of markers at the same time in a limited FOV, we propose an information combination method. Information from multiple markers will be merged and become the content of the first marker. After that, the user can use a single marker to replace the previous multiple markers to make more complex programming. In the AR scene, virtual and physical markers can be observed at the same time. These markers will be located in the same coordinate system. Therefore, the system can obtain a marker sequence composed of virtual and physical markers. Language syntax structures are provided for virtual marker programming, such as condition structure and loop structure. The architecture of the system can be expanded on this basis and more structures can be introduced.

We use an example to illustrate how gestures and virtual markers are used (see Figure 6). By using a defining gesture, the user can merge the content of multiple markers into the first marker. The user can copy the marker using selecting and copy gestures. When the marker is selected and the user performs a value change gesture, the value of the selected marker will be modified. In this example, we show how the information of the virtual markers can be combined.

![Figure 6. An example to illustrate how to combine the content of multiple markers, operate markers, and modify the marker parameter. First, the user creates function and variable virtual markers. In step 1, the user uses a defining gesture to combine the contents of the two virtual markers into the first virtual marker. In step 2, the user selects a variable virtual marker and uses a deleting gesture to delete the variable virtual marker. In step 3, the user selects the virtual marker and uses the copy gesture to copy it. After completing the copy, the user places the two virtual markers in different positions through dragging gesture. In step 4, the user selects the virtual markers by selecting gesture and uses the parameter/value change gesture to modify the parameter of the selected marker.](image)

Based on this example, users can complete more complex virtual marker programming (see Figure 7). The user can merge the combined information into the first marker using a defining gesture. The final function definition can be formed through multiple markers that already contain combined information.
Figure 7. An example of Fibonacci function definition using virtual and physical markers. In steps 1, 2, and 3, the user arranges the virtual and physical markers in order and merges the combined information into the first physical marker (If, Then, and Else markers) through a defining gesture. When the combined information is added to the physical markers, the combined information will be superimposed and displayed on the physical markers in the form of AR. In step 4, the user arranges the function virtual marker and the defined If, Then, and Else physical markers in order and merges the combined information into the function virtual marker through a defining gesture to complete the function definition. The function marker has already been defined and can be used for further combination.

4.2. Level 2: AR Objects Control

In our framework, we show several examples to illustrate how users can control AR objects through virtual markers containing combined information (including movement, rotation and action).

4.2.1. Movement and Rotation Control

In our system, we illustrate an example of applying multiple markers to control the movement and rotation of a car.

A virtual car will be displayed on top of the car marker. The car marker can receive multiple types of control markers as parameters, such as moving markers and rotation markers (see Figure 8).

After the user connects the car marker with the moving marker or the rotation marker with a selecting gesture, the user can move and rotate the car by touching the text block on the moving or rotation marker. This is an example of using multiple physical markers for control in a typical marker-based AR system.

However, the control of AR objects based on markers usually cannot accept parameters from users. With the help of virtual markers, users can use custom data information as an input in the system to accurately control the movement and rotation of the car. The user can select multiple markers to be connected through hand gestures. When markers are selected, the markers will be highlighted in red. A moving or rotation marker can accept the combined virtual marker as an input parameter. The virtual marker \( X = 1 \) is generated by a variable virtual marker \( (X) \) and a virtual number marker \( (1) \). It can be used to control the movement or rotation of the car in the \( X \)-axis. The 3D vector virtual marker can be used to adjust the direction or angle of the car in 3D space.
Figure 8. Use virtual markers to control the 2D and 3D movement of a car. In the figure above, the user can connect the car marker and any control marker to control the movement or rotation of the car. In the two pictures below, we provide users with combined virtual markers as parameters for the movement and rotation of the car. When a virtual marker is also selected and the user clicks on the moving marker, the car will move according to the parameter. In the example in the left figure, the car will move 1 along the X-axis and move in space along a 3D vector (1, 1, 1) in the right figure. Similarly, the user can also control the rotation of the car in this way.

4.2.2. Avatar Action and Scale Control

In the AR system, the avatar is usually a 3D model. The size of the model is preset when the system is built. Users usually control continuous changes in the size of the model through a button, but they cannot precisely control such changes. The 3D vector virtual marker can provide this accurate size change so that the user can change the size of the model precisely. Users can generate 3D vector markers with different values through customization, then freely control the size of the avatar (see Figure 9).

In addition, we provide a control method for the avatar in the system. The control marker can be accepted as a parameter of the avatar marker. The user can click the text block on the control marker to control various actions of the avatar.

4.2.3. Virtual Timer Control

Another example is the use of virtual markers to set a virtual timer. A virtual timer marker is provided and a virtual timer is displayed on the marker. In the initial state, the virtual timer does not contain time information. Users can use virtual markers to customize the start time of the virtual timer. After the user selects the two-digit number marker and the virtual timer marker, the two-digit number marker can be used as a parameter of the virtual timer marker to set the left parameter of the AR virtual timer. The right parameter is also set in the same way (see Figure 10). The virtual timer will start to count automatically after setting. In the system, we also provide a control marker for the virtual timer. The user can control the pause, continue, and reset of the virtual timer through the control marker.
Figure 9. Using markers to control the size and movement of the avatar. The first image shows the avatar marker and the second image shows the avatar being superimposed on the avatar marker. The third picture shows the state of the markers before they are connected. After connecting the 3D vector marker and the avatar marker, the size of the avatar will be set to (1, 1, 1), as shown in the fourth picture. In the fifth picture, the user commands the avatar to run by clicking the control marker.
Figure 10. Using markers to control the virtual timer. The first picture shows the virtual timer marker. The second picture shows the initial state of the virtual timer superimposed on the marker. In the third and fourth pictures, the user connects the two-digit number virtual marker and the virtual timer marker to set the left parameter of the virtual timer. Similarly, the user can set right parameter of the virtual timer, as shown in the fifth figure. After the setting is completed, the virtual timer will automatically start timing.

4.3. Level 3: Combination of Level 1 and 2

In addition to providing users with a basic function definition, virtual marker programming can also be used in the programming control of AR objects. Our system implements two examples to illustrate how to combine virtual marker programming and AR object control together.

The first example is to control the movement of the car by programming, including 2D plane movement and 3D space movement. As shown in the figure, the user can arrange multiple markers in a certain order. The system will read the order according to the depth-first mode. In Figure 11, the sequence is the function marker, the left loop marker, the number 3 marker, the 3D vector marker, and the right loop marker. The defined function is that the object moves with the 3D vector of \((1, 1, 1)\) as a parameter and repeats this movement process 3 times. Then, the user places the car marker, the moving marker, and
the defined function virtual marker in order. When the marker sequence is correctly read, the user can use a defining gesture to tell the system to execute the program. After that, the car will move according to the defined function. This program has other variants. For example, users can use a rotation marker instead of a moving marker to define the rotation. Users can also use other virtual number markers to change the loop times. Markers containing variable and number information can also be used to replace 3D vector markers for movement in a 2D plane. In addition, users can freely add more combined markers to expand the program.

Figure 11. This is an example of controlling the 3D movement of the car. The markers will be read in a deep-first traversal mode—that is, read from left to right—and the column marker is read first when there is a column. The defined program is that the car moves with the 3D vector of (1, 1, 1) as a parameter and repeats this movement process 3 times.

The second example is controlling the avatar’s action sequence and the time of each action through programming. Similarly, the user can arrange multiple markers in a certain order and the system will read the program accordingly. The sequence is the function marker, run marker, number 1 marker, idle marker, and number 4 marker. The defined process is that the object will run for 1 second and then perform casual action for 4 seconds. Then, the user places the avatar marker and the function marker in order. The user can use a defining gesture to execute the program. After that, the avatar will perform actions one by one, and each action will be executed at a user-defined time (see Figure 12). Users can also freely add action markers or loops to define more complex AR controls. For example, the user can add the loop marker and the number of loops as in the first example to control the repetition of the avatar’s action sequence. The user can also add multiple action markers and change the time for each action to change the avatar’s action.

The above two examples show how to combine virtual and physical markers to program the control of AR objects in our system. In fact, the combination of level 1 and level 2 can accomplish more control functions than the above two examples. For example, users can also define control structures under different conditions or use other structures to program the AR objects. Since the main variable information in programming is dynamically created by the user and other structural information is provided by the physical markers, such a system is extensible.
Figure 12. This is an example of controlling avatar actions. The markers are also read in depth-first traversal mode. The defined process is that the avatar will run for 1 second and then perform casual action for 4 seconds.

5. System Implementation

The development operation system is Windows 10 Home 64-bit, with 8 GB RAM on the ThinkPad manufactured for lenovo. The main software we used is Unity 3D Engine 2018.4.19f1 (64-bit), which provides support for AR system development. We mainly used C# programming language as a scripting language to implement the system. In order to identify the marker, we used the Vuforia engine. To use leap motion in our system, we need Leap Motion Orion 4.0.0 and the Leap Motion Core Asset Package as software support. For gesture recognition, we used SVM for classification. In our system, we use Accord.NET API to help us recognize user gestures.

5.1. Multiple Marker Process

There are two types of processing in the system: one is a sequence of markers that rely on order, and the other is disordered multiple markers.

The marker sequence represents the logic of the visualization program. Therefore, we need to identify markers with a defined sequence. In the first step, we need to identify all the markers in the scene and access their coordinate positions in the Unity scene. Next, we will use their coordinates to obtain the sequence we defined. In this step, since we cannot accurately place the two markers on the same \( x \)-coordinate or \( y \)-coordinate, we need to set a threshold for the coordinate position to determine whether the two markers are in the same row or in the same column. After that, we will obtain a marker sequence for processing.

For disordered multiple markers, the system will first identify multiple markers. The system will establish a connection based on the markers selected by the user as input information. After establishing the connection between markers, the user can complete AR object operations by operating the markers.

5.2. Virtual Marker

Virtual marker modeling

We provide templates for virtual markers. Different template markers will be used when different types of virtual markers are generated. The template markers contain two child components—one is the highlighted component and the other is the text component. The highlighted component will be displayed when the marker is selected to inform the user of the current status. The text component accepts user input and displays it. The prepared templates are saved in a prefab folder for later use.
Generating virtual marker

In the AR scenario, the status of the physical markers will be checked. When it detects that the physical markers meets a certain requirement, the system will track and record the coordinate information of the physical marker. After the system detects user input and receives the confirmed instructions, the system will dynamically generate a virtual marker according to the position of the template marker and record this virtual marker. After that, the user can perform operations on the virtual marker or continue to generate new virtual markers. For the virtual marker containing combined information, we use a blank virtual marker template. The combined information will be processed according to the user’s operation and presented in the text.

Manipulations of virtual marker

The user needs to first determine the virtual markers to be operated. A pointing gesture needs to be performed to determine the virtual markers. Combining the selected virtual markers with the user’s real-time gesture information, the user can realize the manipulation of the virtual markers.

AR system with virtual markers

According to the position information of all the markers including the physical and virtual markers in the AR scene, we can obtain the marker sequence from Unity. Markers serve as information carriers, and their position information is used to determine the order of information combination in level 1. Therefore, the system can complete programming that combines virtual and physical markers.

In fact, the system will read all the markers in the AR scene but will not automatically establish a link between the markers. In level 2, the user selects markers and the system then establishes a connection between these markers. In level 2, the user can place the markers at any position without considering the marker sequence. This is object-oriented programming, so it has the potential to replace any component.

The processing mode of level 3 is the same as that of level 1. The user does not need to connect the markers but arrange the markers in order. The system will process the programs according to the marker sequence.

All three levels are integrated, and the system will judge the input and output based on the markers and the user’s operation.

5.3. Hand Gesture

In our system, we use leap motion as a depth sensor to track the user’s hand data. Leap motion can track the position data of fingers, palms, and wrists in each frame. We can access this data and use it for gesture recognition. In order to recognize the user’s gestures, we first need to classify the user’s hand shape. Next, we need to access some gesture data. Combining hand shape and gesture data, we can determine the user’s gesture.

6. Pilot Study

This chapter describes a pilot study using our proposed system. In the following sections, an outline of the experiment and detailed information on the experimenters, experiment procedures, and results are described in this order.

6.1. Experiment Outline

Experimenters were asked to perform 2 tasks to experience the proposed system (see Figure 13). In the first task, they were asked to complete a designated virtual marker programming task after receiving training. The task completion time was recorded and a questionnaire survey was conducted after task 1. In the second task, they were asked to use multiple markers on their own to experience the control of AR objects. After that, we interviewed them to ask their impressions of and suggestion for the system. The purpose of the experiment was to measure the ease of use and user experience of the proposed system.
6.2. Study Hypothesis

In our usability research, there are two main issues that need to be understood. In traditional marker-based systems, markers are usually physical markers. Users are accustomed to using physical markers to build AR systems. Therefore, due to the difference in usage characteristics, after the introduction of a virtual marker technique, it is necessary to better understand the user’s usage and cognitive experience. Considering the certain level of system cognition required to operate the system, we put forward the our first study hypothesis regarding usage experience.

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** Although the virtual marker technique will lead to changes in user usage, it will not be a significant time and operational burden to users.

Regarding cognitive experience, we propose two experimental hypotheses.

**Hypothesis 2 (H2).** The use of virtual and physical markers to establish the AR system will not reduce the user’s understanding of the system and may positively increase the user’s interest in using the system.

**Hypothesis 3 (H3).** The virtual marker technique can effectively expand the functions of the system and have a positive impact on users’ cognitive experience.

6.3. Participants

Five student volunteers ($M = 23$) participated in the pilot study. They all have a certain background in computer science. Three volunteers have more than two years of programming experience and two have between six months and two years of experience. Four volunteers have knowledge of the marker-based system. None has ever tried to program through a marker-based system.

6.4. Condition and Procedure

Before starting the experiment, we first explained the research purpose and experimental method to the experimenters. Next, we introduced the basic specifications of virtual marker programming, such as how to use template markers and syntax, the meaning of each marker, how to use gestures, and what kind of programs can be built. After that, the experimenters were provided with several training examples before the experiment to understand virtual marker programming. The content of examples is as follows. In these examples, the experimenters were provided with markers required for the answer in advance. We observed their operations and provided them with guidance.

Training example 1: A program that creates a virtual function marker, a virtual variable marker, and a virtual number marker.

Training example 2: A program that combines virtual and physical markers to define the first marker (If $X = 1$).

Training example 3: A program that defines the Fibonacci function.
6.5. Task 1

After completing the examples, they were given the first task. The experimenters were provided with the physical markers needed for the experiment and our proposed system. They were provided with C# code on the factorial function to help them build the program (see Figure 14). The content of the task was displayed on the external screen, and the experimenters could browse the content of the task freely. The part of the source code that needed to use the virtual markers was marked in red, and the black part was carried or generated by the physical markers. On the PC screen, the experimenters could perform real-time operations to complete the corresponding experimental task. The system provided log information to help them use the system.

![Factorial Function](image)

Figure 14. Experimenter scene. The experimenters were provided with two screens. One screen showed the task that they needed to complete, while the other screen was available for them to use the system. Other equipment in the experimental scene included a camera, a PC, leap motion, and some markers.

Task 1: A program that defines the Factorial function.

Defining the Factorial function covers several main steps, including how to create virtual markers, how to combine information, and how to use gestures. At this point, they needed to select the desired markers from all the markers and create their own program independently. The experimenters’ experimental data (i.e., complete time) were recorded. After completing task 1, the experimenters took a questionnaire survey.

6.6. Task 2

The experimenters were introduced in how to create virtual markers containing combined information and how to control AR objects using multiple markers at first. After that, they were given two training examples to learn how to create a combined virtual marker.

Training example 4: A program that sets variable X to 10.

Training example 5: A program that combines three number markers into a 3D vector.

After completing the training, they were given a second task. We provided experimenters with a video tutorial on car control, as well as text and a picture tutorial on avatar
control to guide them (see Figure 15). The experimenters were allowed to freely use the two screens to learn how to control the car and avatar.

![Task 2](image)

**Figure 15.** Experimenter scene. Users can freely view the video, text, and picture tutorial on the external screen. This picture shows the video tutorial and task 2 displayed on the external screen. As in task 1, the experimenters’ experiment was performed on the PC screen.

Task 2: Please use template markers and physical markers to control car movement and avatar action on your own.

Their usage was recorded and they were interviewed after use to give feedback on the usage.

6.7. Results

6.7.1. Task 1 Completion Time

The time to complete task 1 is shown in the Table 1. For all participants, the average completion time (sec) of task 1 was 252.2 (SD = 93.80). The researcher observed that, in the experiment, the participants’ proficiency in using the system was still insufficient after the simple training was completed. The experimenters still needed to spend some time thinking about what gestures to use during the experiment. Four of the experimenters still quickly adapted to using gestures to control programming and the operation process was relatively smooth. One experimenter, P3, did not have a good grasp of how to use leap motion to capture his own gestures and complained that the gesture control of the virtual markers was complicated. On the whole, the experimenters quickly mastered the generation of virtual markers, the merging of information, and the use of gestures, and could independently complete the complex task. In fact, despite the existence of marker recognition and some time threshold setting for confirming user input to determine the input information and other external factors, most experimenters completed task 1 within a reasonable time. Considering that the experimenters could complete complicated tasks independently in a short time after only receiving simple training, we believe that this supports experimental hypothesis 1—that is, the introduction of virtual markers will not bring significant time and operational burdens to users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>3 min and 19 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>4 min and 20 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>7 min and 10 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>2 min and 47 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>3 min and 25 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.7.2. Questionnaire after Task 1

The content and main answers of the questionnaire given to the subjects after the experiment are as follows.
Impressions about using the system
- Programming with physical and virtual markers together is very novel. (P1)
- Corresponding programming sentences can be generated through the position order relationship of the markers, which is very novel. It is also very effective to control the increase and decrease of parameters through gestures. (P2)
- The interactive method of the system is novel and interesting, which is worth trying. (P3)
- Very novel programming experience. (P4)
- Programming becomes very intuitive, which is a novel experience. (P5)

How is it different from regular programming?
- The system uses a variety of interactive methods. (P1)
- The system adds different input methods, including gestures and images and other inputs, which is more conducive to the logic arrangement of the programmer. (P2)
- Regular programming environment focuses more on practicality, and the interactive mode of this system is more diverse. (P3)
- This system is more focused on the design of functions, the design of variables, and the relationship between variables and constants. (P4)
- The programming is divided into sentences, and the unit is spliced with markers, which is more organized. (P5)

How does it feel to use virtual markers?
- The virtual marker expands the AR marker, so that the marker can be applied more flexibly. (P1)
- Overall, the system becomes more interesting. At the same time, the adjustment of virtual objects is convenient. (P2)
- Virtual markers are very creative. The relationship between virtual and physical markers can be further optimized. (P3)
- The process of creation and modification is very convenient. (P4)
- Virtual markers enable abstract codes to be flexibly spliced and manipulated, giving users a more logical and intuitive experience. (P5)

About the smooth use of the system
- The addition of gestures makes the operation of virtual markers much more convenient. (P1)
- Image detection and gesture detection with leap motion can meet the basic operations, but sometimes small errors may affect the user experience. (P2)
- I can use it more smoothly after instruction. (P3)
- At first, I was not used to the operation. But after getting familiar with the operation, I think there was no problem. (P4)
- The system can be used smoothly. The memory of gestures is a bit time-consuming. (P5)

Comments and suggestions for the system
- The operation of gestures on virtual markers is very interesting. The automatic generation of functions is very convenient. (P1)
- When the virtual marker is copied, an offset can be set for the new virtual marker. (P2)
- Whether the marker can be selected quickly has a greater impact on the user experience. The speed and accuracy of the system’s response to gestures can be improved. (P3)
- The input when creating a virtual marker sometimes causes false touches. If this problem can be solved, I think the programming speed will be faster. The gestures used for operation require a certain amount of learning time. There may be discomfort for people who are in contact for the first time. (P4)
- The system innovatively provides an interesting programming experience, allowing users to complete programming tasks with clear logic. At the same time, this design provides convenience for code reuse in programming. My suggestion is to improve the sensitivity and accuracy of input and design a series of gestures that are easier to remember. (P5)
From the above results, we found that all experimenters could complete task 1 independently. Moreover, we observed that in the experiment, the experimenters’ order of each step was different. This shows that all experimenters had a clear personal cognitive understanding of how to use the new system. Therefore, we think that the virtual marker technique does not reduce the user’s cognitive understanding of the system. Through the questionnaire survey, we found that all experimenters indicated that the system was novel in their impressions of the system. Regarding the experience of using virtual markers, all five experimenters actively expressed that it was convenient, flexible, and innovative. Based on the above, we believe that experimental hypothesis 2 is supported.

6.7.3. Interview after Task 2

In this research, we found that the experimenters showed more understanding and interest in the second task compared to the first task. In task 2, the experimenters were allowed to explore the system freely. Although we did not record the time spent by the experimenters for task 2, we observed that the experimenters could usually complete the task of controlling the car and the character quickly (about two or three minutes each) and that most of the experimenters conducted experiments with different variants, such as generating multiple combined virtual markers to test the movement of the car in different directions. We sorted out the interviews of the experimenters after task 2 and mainly asked the experimenters to describe their feelings and opinions on the control of the car and avatar.

**Q1: User experience for car control**
- It is fun to control the movement of the car with the virtual and the physical markers together. The movement of the car can be realized in real time, which is very intuitive. (P1)
- Users can adjust the position and angle of the car according to the parameters set by themselves, which is very interesting. I think it will be very convenient in future applications. (P2)
- Using virtual markers to set spatial location information is more convenient and easy to modify. The moving marker as a physical marker makes the operation more tangible, which makes me feel like I am actually driving. (P3)
- The user can customize the direction and distance of the car movement, and can operate through the physical marker. I think this is very interesting. (P4)
- The use of virtual markers is convenient for customizing the parameters of the object in the system. Marker as an entity to control the car is more interactive in physics. (P5)

**Q2: User experience for avatar control**
- The animation of avatar uses a physical marker as controller. The operation of the marker can be linked to the virtual avatar very vividly. As a user, it is easy to understand how to operate the avatar. (P1)
- Users can adjust the size of the avatar through parameters. After connecting the markers with gestures, I can also control the behavior of the avatar, which I think is very straightforward and convenient. (P2)
- The user can use the marker as the controller of the avatar action, which makes the avatar more vivid. (P3)
- A physical marker is used to control the actions of the avatar, so that I am more aware of my operations. (P4)
- The marker supports passing parameters to avatar functions. At the same time, the object performs a series of actions in the real scene, so that we can experience a more intuitive effect in the system. (P5)

**Q3: User experience for using virtual marker**
- The virtual marker extends the function of the marker. The user can customize the parameters of the virtual marker. The interactive functions of the system have also been expanded. (P1)
- The virtual marker makes the system functions richer and easier to interact. (P2)
-The virtual markers can be used to effectively control the parameters, and it is easy to be used in scenarios where parameter changes are required. (P3)
- The process of creating and modifying virtual markers is controlled by gestures, which is natural and intuitive. This allows me to focus on the functions and variables that need to be changed, which helps me sort out the logic. (P4)
- Controlling the parameters makes it very logical and intuitive to associate with functions and objects. (P5)

In the interview, three experimenters clearly stated that the virtual marker technique expands the function of the system and can effectively control the parameter information. Two experimenters said that after the introduction of virtual markers, the logical relationship between the markers is very clear and intuitive. Based on the above, we believe that virtual marker technique can effectively expand the functions of the system and help users more clearly understand the connection and logic between the markers. Experimental hypothesis 3 is supported.

Q4: Comments and suggestions

Car control
- The movement of the car does not seem to be very obvious. (P1)
- The movement of the car is not very obvious on the y-axis and z-axis. (P2)
- If the car can automatically adjust the direction of the front of the car when it is moving, it will be more simulated. (P3)
- It would be better to add a turning animation. (P4)
- In addition to the movement and rotation control of the car, you can add more customizations, such as modifying the appearance and color. (P5)

Avatar control
- The animation control of avatar is very smooth. I hope there will be more animations. (P1)
- I hope avatar can interact with real objects. (P2)
- I hope the avatar can make more actions based on the mark. This can refer to the action design of the dancing machine. (P3)
- The feedback of establishing a connection between multiple markers can be more obvious. (P4)
- I think some character effects or more interesting action language can be added. It is also good to be able to record the sound file associated with the avatar through the marker. (P5)

Virtual marker
- The gesture control of the virtual marker is very convenient. The virtual marker is powerful in multi-parameter situations, but the parameters of the virtual objects corresponding to each parameter are not clearly understood. (P1)
- I am prone to make mistakes when using virtual markers. I hope to improve this aspect to make the use more accurate. (P2)
- I think it would be better if the virtual marker shows how the parameters to be entered are used before the input. (P3)
- The need to adjust the position of the virtual marker is still a bit cumbersome. (P4)
- I think the function of adding code comments in the marker will be good. (P5)

7. Discussion

The proposed multi-marker AR system framework with virtual markers has some advantages. In traditional marker-based AR systems, an image is registered in advance [53]. It is difficult for users to add customized information to the system. The virtual marker technique does not require pre-registration of custom information, meaning that users have the ability to freely create content. Since users are allowed to customize the information of the marker, the system becomes more flexible. In addition, due to the accuracy of this information, it can be used to perform more accurate operations on AR content.
Another technical problem in AR applications is FOV [54–56]. Due to the limited FOV, it is difficult to obtain a large amount of information from multiple markers. The multi-marker framework solves the field of vision problem in AR applications to a certain extent. The content of multiple markers can be integrated and stored in the first marker. The first marker can continue to be combined to incorporate more information. Therefore, the user only needs to combine the markers in batches to avoid the original problem of not being able to combine multiple markers in the FOV at the same time.

The preparation cost for using TUI is usually high because of the need for special equipment and tools. Previous studies have proposed a tangible programming learning environment using paper cards as objects [34,57]. We extended such a system environment and used paper cards as physical markers. Therefore, the ease of use issues such as the hardware requirements and the acceptance of the technology have been addressed well. For the operation of virtual markers, gestures are used as methods of interaction based on previous research [58,59].

Through a pilot study, we examined the design of the proposed system framework. We found that the introduction of virtual markers and gestures did not impose significant time and operational burdens on users. According to the user’s subjective feedback on the system, they can master the system operation after basic training. Even if the experimenter, such as P3, did not noticeably improve the use of leap motion in a short time, he still affirmed the design of the system framework and took a positive attitude towards using the system.

Based on the above considerations, the design of the system meets the standards from a technical point of view and a user point of view.

The system still has some areas that can be improved. Currently, the number input marker and the keyboard input marker are separated and only integers are supported. We considered constructing more realistic input marker by combining these two input markers in the future. In this way, the user can construct variables with a combination of letters and numbers, for example. In addition, we considered adding a case switch button and a decimal point button to allow users to create lowercase letters and floating numbers.

In the system, we use a vision-based image processing method to obtain the user’s input from input markers. To this end, an input algorithm is developed to process image information from different frames. The survey found that precise input from input markers has an impact on the user experience. Therefore, we consider optimizing the input algorithm for the input markers in the future to provide a better user experience.

8. Conclusions

In current marker-based AR systems, markers are usually independent of one other. The purpose of this research was to establish a multi-marker collaboration framework. We proposed a virtual marker technique to allow users to autonomously create and modify content. This technique allows users to correlate customized content with physical marker information and thus provide a more complete functional structure. To this end, we described several levels where this technique can be applied. We conducted a pilot study on this technique. Based on the results, we believe that this technique provides a novel and interesting interactive experience.

In the current research, the technique was applied to single-user scenarios for AR system control. We believe that this technique has the potential to be applied in multi-user scenarios. In the future, we will consider allowing the sharing of marker information recorded in the system among multiple users. This will make it possible for users to carry out division and cooperation through the system and complete the group work.
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